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ÖZET

Kazakistan Cumhuriyeti Atom Enerjisi Ajansı, Devlet Başkan ı'nın emri doğrultusunda 1992 yılında kurul-
muş, atom enerjisi kullanımı alanında görev yapan bir devlet organıdır ve bakanlıkların, şirketlerin ve girşimcilerin
uygulayacakları kararları alır. Kazakistan Cumhuriyetinin atom enerjisi alanındaki bilimsel-endüstriyel kompleksi,
eski Sovyetler Birliği'nin endüstri ve bilim yapısının bölûnümez bir parçası olarak kurulmuştu ve önceden olduğu
gibi hala Rusya'daki, Ukrayna'daki ve diğer bazı Birleşik Devletler Topluluğu ülkelerindeki girişimcilerle ve araştır-
ma merkezleri ile ilişki içindedir.

ABSTRACT

Atomic Energy Agency of the Republic of Kazakistan was established in 1992 by the decree of the Presi-
dent and is the governmental managing body in the field of atomic energy utilisation and makes decisions which
have to be executed by all ministries, companies, enterprises. Atomic scientific-industrial comprex of the Republic
of Kazakistan had been established as indivisible part of atomic industry and science in the former Soviet Union,
and as before it is still closely connected with the corresponding enterprises and research centres in Russia, Uk-
raina and some other CIS - contries.

I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic Energy Agency was established in 1992 by the decree of the President and is the go-
vernmental managing body in a field of atomic energy utilization and makes decisious, which have to
be executed by all ministries, compaines, enterprises and other subjects irrespective of type of pro-
perty and authority.

The government has authorized the agency for the following functions :

- Performance of state policy in a field of atomic energy usage accounting international norms;
- State expertise of projects, coordination of programs of their realization in a field of nuclear

power, nuclear technologies, radioactive waste management;
- Inspection for safe conduct of works at enterprises of nuclear industrial complex;
- Licensing objects of the complex on the territory of Kazakhstan;
- State control on export and import of nuclear materials and nuclear technologies;
- Carrying out scientific-engineering, economic and legal collaboration between states in a field

of nuclear power and nuclear technologies.

II. INTERACTION OF ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
WITH THE STATE BODIES AND ENTERPRISES

Interaction with bodies of state executive power, local authorities, enterprises, organizations
and individuals is managed on a basis of the Temporal statement approved by the Government and
which is a prototype of a future nuclear law of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The statement was worked
out on a basis of international law regulations and is harmonized to a maximum with international con-
vertions and IAEA's requirements.

The system of laws and regulations consists of :
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Laws defining rule, regulation of activity in the field of nuclear energy usage;
President's decrees, acts of supreme Soviet (Parliament) and Cabinet of Ministers;
Statements about state management, regulation and inspection bodies;
Systems of nuclear and radiation safety norms and rules;
Systems of state standarts and construction norms and rules;
Systems of body's normative-technical documentation;
International treaties, agreements and other international sections (acts) to which Kazakh-
stan is member.

111. BODIES OF STATE REGULATION AND INSPECTION

State system of regulation and inspection for a safe usage of nuclear energy conducts its acti-
vity through a system of bodies in accordance with the statements about their activity (Figure. 1)

3.1 Atomic Energy Agency Organizes and conducts the state regulation and inspection for safety
during production, managing and usage of nuclear power, nuclear materials, radioactive speci-
es and products on their basis in order to provide the safety of staff and population, the defence
of environment and security of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Figure. 2)

3.2 Ministry of Ecology and Biological Research carries out the management and control in the field
of environmenta protection in order to safeguard the resources and natural living place of peop-
le.

3.3 Ministry of Health protection provides medical sanitary services and protection of people's he-
alth whose work conditions are connected to an effect of specific unfavourable professional fac-
tors in order to determine human's safety in his living environment and requirements providing
favourable conditions of human life.

3.4 State Inspection Commitee on conduct of safework in industry and mining carries out control on
the fulfilment of safe exploitation of industrial equipment.

3.5 .State commission on external situations inspects on carrying out the measures preventing ex-
ternal situations and making people ready for actions at their occur in order to protect populati-
on and national welfare.

3.6 Ministry of country affairs inspects on executive of norms and rules of antifire safety at all activi-
ties at nuclear power and industry sites.

IV. STRUCTURE AND COMPONENTS OF ATOMIC SCIENTIFIC AND
INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX OF THE REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN

Atomic scientific-industrial complex of RK had been established as indivisible part of atomic in-
dustry and science in the former Soviet Union, and as before it is still closely connected with the cor-
responding enterprises and research centres in Russia, Ukraina and some other CIS-countries.

Uranium mining and production industry of Kazakhstan consists of enterprises of uranium ores
geological resarching, a number of natural uranium mines (using the mining and underground leac-
hing techniques), two plants of U308 production at Aktau and Stepnogorsk towns, metallurgical plant
producing metalloceramic fuel pellets for fuel assemblies of RBMK and VVER reactors. Energy plant
at Aktau (MAEK) is used for production of heat, electricity and desalination of water and consists of
natural gas and nuclear units. The last one is based on BN-350 fast neutron reactor with sodium coo-
lant.
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Kazakhstan has about 50 % uranium resource of the former USSR (in accordance to IAEA's es-
timates -15 % of world resources) and can extract the 3/4 part of it by underground leaching. In prin-
ciple if we account the existence of R&D basis in a field of nuclear science and industry then the ne-
cessary conditions of nuclear power development in Kazakhstan could be met.

The manufacturing association "Ulbinskii metallurgical zavod" started production of UO2 fuel
pellets in 1976. The scientific and technical achievements in physicochemical technology are imple-
mented and used at all stages of production: the treatment of as -supplied material- UF6 and transfor-
mation into UO2> making the pellets of UO2, the baking of pellets and quality control on all stages. The
designed capacity of a the plant is 2.000 tonns of pellets in a year. The fuel assemblies with "UMZ"
pellets are used at NPP in Russia, Ukraine, Bulgaria (Kozlodu). The content of U235 is 1,6 / 4*4 %.
Besides the "UMZ" in frame of conversion program produce the rare-earth metal products (containing
Be, Ta), superconducting Nb-Ti materials.

Power plant MAEK at Aktau was commissioned in 1972. It produces 135 MW of electricity,
10.000 tonns of pure water in a day and heat for technological needs. The power plant is based on
the fast neutron reactor BN-350 (the actual thermal capacity is 520 MW). The total load is 356 fuel
rods, with different U235 enrichment 17, 21, 26 % corresponding to 58, 46 and 111 fuel assemblies.

The irradiated fuel is stored in -100 countainers at special site. The storage time is 3 years.

Research reactors of National Nuclear Centre:

VVR-K- light water reactor, power 10 MW, load 71 fuel assemblies, fuel-enriched to 36 % of
U235 as alloy UAL4. There are 20 research channels. Reactor was run in 1969, temporarily
stopped in 1988 to improve seismic level; to change equipment of Protection monitoring
system; construction the autonomous ene,rgy sources for reactor safety systems (dizel-
generators, tailing at exceeding of the determined level of seismic activity ~6 points);
EWG-1M- thermal light water heterogeneous vessel reactor with light water moderator, and co-
olant, berillium reflector, maximum thermal power -35 MW, neutron flux -1.7.1014 cm"2S"1, peri-
od of continuous work at 35 MW-4 hours.

IGR - impulse homogeneous uranium-graphite thermal neutron reactor with graphite reflector.
Maximum heat release 5,2 G Joules (1 GJ in a pulse), thermal neutron flux -0,7.1017 cm"2S"1.
RA -thermal neutron high temperature gas heterogeneous reactor with air coolant, zirconium
hydride moderator, berillium moderator. Thermal power is about 0,5 MW, neutron flux ~5.1012

cm"2S-1

The main research topics at described reactors are carried out in the next directions :

Radiation materials science; study of interaction between construction materials and coolants;
investigation of fission products emission from fuel rods, their precipitation and filtration at diffe-
rent conditions;
Safety of nuclear power plants; fuel assemblies and rods tests at transition and break-down
modes of operation; simulation of reactor core fragments melting and interaction of melted ma-
terial with coolant;
Development and implementation of new nuclear physics methods and technologies; producti-
on of isotopes for different applications, for example thallium -201- chloride for early diagnostic
of heart desease.

V. RADIOECOLOGICAL SITUATION

The natural radiation level on the most territory is not high and is in a direct dependence of
emission on a surface of root rocks.
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The main part of radioactive waste is accumulated by uranium mining industry; 200 millions
tonns of total activity 220 thousand Ku (Figure).

Radioactive waste of millers, excepting uranium mining is about 1,5 millions of tonns, total acti-
vity - 500 Ku.

The waste produced due nuclear explosions is estimated to be about 12 millions tonns, total ac-
tivity 12 millions ku.

There are about 100 thousands encapsuled radioctive samples for usage in industry, medicine
and science with total activity 25 thousands Ku. Now the kadastr (list) of radiactive waste of Kazakh-
stan is done in Atomic Energy Agency.

The greatest concern (consciousness) of Kazakhstan people is called by ecological situation at
Semipalatinsk nuclear test site. At this site from 1949 till 1989 the five hundreds explosions, 391- on
the under ground, surface and 90 - in the air. Now the corresponding law is legalised, in accordance
with which the territories, bordering with the test site are divided oil zones and the appropriate fares
or payments are determined. The radioactive pollution map of the territories is working out under a
composition.

The particular attention is paid also to western Kazakhstan districts, where in 1966-1979 the un-
derground explosions were carried out.

For deep level seismic tests in order to determine the geological structures probable for mineral
resources;
For formation of hermetic bulk volumes in a massive of mineral salt to store oil and gas;
For formation of large water storages.
There are next plans:
To carry out complex program in order to investigate the effect of nuclear explosions on envi-
ronment, including air gamma monitoring of the territory, hydro - litho - chemical mapping of
underground and surface waters.

On a basis of fully completed data of radioactive pollution to disactivate and restore some parts
of lands.

To develop automated system of radiation monitoring initially at Mangistau region and combine
it with other systems of operative communications nuclear between facilities and agency (Figu-
re. 5).

VI. OBJECTIVES OF NATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

To form the national responsibility for international community by appropriate activity in IAEA,
ICRP and in other international organizations.
To develop the state system of accounting and control on nuclear materials, materials of dual
use and special non-nuclear materials.
To make an agreement with IAEA of safeguarding nuclear facilities.
To work out concept of nuclear power development in Kazakhstan in which it is necessary to
outline the next:

The optimum reactor strategy on the highest safety, units power and NPP design considering
dimension and group effects;
Disposition of future NPP in seismic stable regious accounting human forces and industrial ca-
pacity.
To establish system of radiative waste management including final disposal
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